
Today, you will read two stories titled "A Pet" and "After Emily." As you read, think about

the author's techniques and how the characters change. Answer the questions to help you

write an essay.

Read the story titled "A Pet" by Cynthia Rylant. Then answer Questions 1 through 3.
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1. Part A

What does dashes mean as it is used in Paragraph 2 of Page 28 in "A Pet"?

a.	a mark used to note a pause in a sentence

b.	sprints

c.	splashes

d.	a small quantity of anything

Part B

Which statement best supports the answer to Part A?

a.	"On other days, he lolled about lazily..."

b.	"...Joshua moving serenely—reflections of..."

c.	"He dropped two pills into the water."

d.	"...to shake some shrimp flakes onto the water..."

2. Part A

What is the central message of this story?

a.	Pets are not important

b.	People's relationships with pets can be deep and meaningful

c.	Parents should not always give kids what they want

d.	Having a good job is necessary

Part B

Which statement best supports the answer to Part A?

a.	"Her father, who was a lawyer..."

b.	"...she should spend time with her viola, not with an animal."

c.	"Emma rushed to A Pet store after school and brought home a box of medicine."

d.	"...it surprised her because she had never held him."



3. Fill in this table. There can be more than one answer for each row.

a.	"The word 'fish' was so far away from the word 'pet.'" (paragraph 3)

b.	"Her mother, also a lawyer, argued that Emma should spend more time with her viola,

not an animal." (Paragraph 1)

c.	"Emma watched him and felt she knew him." (Paragraph 7)

d.	"For a few moments, she petted him, as she had not ever been able to do." (Paragraph

17)

Line from the text What the line makes the reader think.

A fish is not a good pet.

Emma's parents didn't think a pet was a
good idea and that her time could be used
doing more useful things.
Emma is beginning to love Joshua.

Emma truly loved Joshua and in their short
time together had a meaningful
relationship.



Read the story "After Emily." Then answer Questions 4 through 6.

After Emily

\ Before Emily, grandfather wasn't grandfather.

He was a lonely old man, who sat out summer in a house full of winter

2^ air. He slammed the windows shut, covered the' furniture with sheets,

and let the garden go to weed.

1

4

Before. Emily, the days were too hot. The nights too short. The house
-:

too big. The fog horns too loud. The garden too full of poison ivy. The

ocean too low, or "too high. Too rough, or too calm. The blueberries too

sour. And the clams too full of sand. Before Emily, Ms legs ached. His

shoulders sagged. And his pipe was always empty.

After Emily was Emily, grandfather was grandfather.

^ (Each summer at the ocean)she raced up the hill, past the lillies of the

valley,' over the stone wall, past the holleyhocks, the lupines, and the

j

b

daisies, following the sweeter smell of salt air and her grandfather's

pipe.	. .

He smiled, reached down, and - with 'hands as smooth as oil cloth,

plucked Emily from the earth and hoisted her to his shoulders. " Bout

time you got here," he said. At the ocean, Emily rode, into summer on

grandfather's shoulders.



' Grandftfaer's summer house- grew from giant rocks that surged above

the ocean'"s waves. Each June the big house held Pebruaiy air.

1 Together, they thrust open wooden shutters and lifted window sashes.

After holding its breath for months, the house initialed. Honeysuckle

air sifted through screens.

Emily held tight as she and her grandfather drifted from room to room,,

yanking white sheets from chairs and tables and beds draped like

) squat snowmen. In the fireplace black andirons'stood empty, cold arms

outstretched, eager for the oak logs and burned popcorn of damp, rainy

nights.

In July they picked wild blueberries from bushes hugging rocks. They

played croquet with the queen of hearts. They flew to the moon in a

9 haxnmock. They fed Emily's dolls devilled ham sandwiches in the

^ shade of the screened porch. They built tiny wooden boats and sailed

to Australia..

At low tide ' they waded through tidal pools. Th^ lifted guppies and

scurrying crabs trapped in seagrass. They picked seastars and

V' periwinkles from rocks. In cupped hands Emily and her grandfather

traced fins, legs, and shells ..with their eyes, then released the tiny

creatures to shallow pools of warm water.

The wind wiD-ked as they popped seaweed nodules between forefinger

i f and thumb, ..anxious for the snap and burst of spray from the moist
j i

in sides.

^ When the tide was so low only a pencil line of channel traced its way
through mud flats, Emily and her grandfather squished their way



across- the ocean's floor. Soft muck ticMed their feet and oozed through

their toes-

Necks of clams squirted' water like stranded whales poking through

mud. They raked the beds, plucked plump shells from the tines of the

clam fork:, and dropped them plinkmg into pails. "Steamers tonight,*

grandfather said. "Chowder tomorrow," Emily said.

As the tide crept back to the shore, water washed over their ankles and

rose up to Emily's knees. By August the skin of their bare feet

toughened as they paced the ragged stones of the coast, their eyes

seaching for skippers. Emily's grandfather showed her how to hold the

flat stones and send them skimming the waves like the wind.

At high tide they sat at the edge of the wooden pier and dangled their

toes in the water. Jellyfish lifted umbrellas and waltzed with the rolling

waves. Sometimes Emily sat cross-legged, Grampa's bamboo fishing

pole stretched to catch maekeral. He never mentioned baiting the hook.

At. the ocean summer was the taste of hot blueberry pancakes

sprinkled with cinnamon sugar. Steamers dunked in clam broth, melted

butter, and lemon. Warm raspberries eaten right from the bush. ¦

Summer was the sound of fog horns. Waves slapping rocks. Wooden

oars straining in oarlocks. Blueberries plinking into empty coffee cans.

Rowboats - rocking against -piers'. Gulls screeching. White sheets

flapping from a clothesline. Unfurled sails in the wind.

The smell of hip roses and honeysuckle, seaweed and salt air. The

smell of Noxzema on burned shoulders. Grandfather's pipe.

Before -Emily5 grandfather wasn't grandfather.

After Emily j grandfather was.



4. Part A

What does sifted mean as it is used in Paragraph 7 of "After Emily?"

a.	To separate

b.	To filter

c.	To lift

d.	To examine

Part B

Which statement best supports the answer to Part A?

a.	"After holding its breath for months, the house inhaled."

b.	"The picked seastars and periwinkles from rocks."

c.	"They raked the beds..."

d.	"...plucked Emily from the earth and hoisted her to his shoulders."

5. Part A

In Paragraph 9, the author describes some summertime activities. Did Grandfather and

Emily actually do what the author describes?

a.	No, they definitely did not sail to Australia or fly to the moon.

b.	No, but they probably did some of what is written.

c.	Yes, but the author used figurative language to show how much they enjoyed this time.

d.	Yes, they picked blueberries, played croquet, and built wooden boats.

Part B

Which statement best supports the answer to Part A?

a.	"In July they..."

b.	"They flew to the moon in a hammock."

c.	"...plucked Emily from the earth and hoisted her to his shoulders."

d.	"...they picked blueberries from bushes..."



6. Fill in this table. There can be more than one answer for each row.

a.	"And his pipe was always empty." (Paragraph 3)

b.	"After Emily was Emily, grandfather was grandfather." (Paragraph 4)

c.	"After Emily, grandfather was." (Paragraph 19)

d.	"Jellyfish lifted umbrellas and waltzed with the rolling waves." (Paragraph 15)

e.	"Grandfather's pipe." (Paragraph 18)

f.	"Before Emily, grandfather wasn't grandfather." (Paragraph 1)

g.	"Soft muck tickled their feet..." (Paragraph 12)

Literary Device Examples from Text

Circular Ending

Personification

White Space



Refer to the story "A Pet" by Cynthia Rylant. Then answer Question 7.

7. Every story can be told from different characters' perspectives. Write a letter from

Emma's mother to Emma about how she might think about the events of the story. Think

about the details the author uses to create the characters, setting, and events in the story

and use these as a guide in writing your own narrative.





Refer to the stories "After Emily" and "A Pet." Then answer Question 8.

8. You have just read two texts about characters that have changed over time. In both

stories, the characters have a special relationship that contributed to their change and

development.

Write an essay that explains how each character changes through the story. Be sure to

include what made the characters change and how you know they changed.

Be sure to include specific details and evidence from both selections to support your essay.




